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Background
Because of the growing and unknown nature of the risks that were originally
presented by the Covid-19 virus and the resulting pandemic, the Board of
Directors (Board) of the Laguna Woods Yacht Club (LWYC) found it necessary to
discontinue day sails on the club boat Hiatus until such time as the Board
determined that it was reasonably safe to resume sailing.
The Board has used the down-time to make repairs and modifications to Hiatus
that would otherwise have taken her out of service.
The repairs and modifications are nearly complete and the Covid-19 restrictions
have eased, as we are now entering the advanced stages of phase 2 of a fourstage reopening process, as designated by the State of California.
To create guidance for the return to daily sailing, the Board assembled a small
group (Group) of LWYC members:
Terry Miles

Rear Commodore/Skipper/Member

Debbie Rand

RN – Current License/Member

Tammy Rones

1st Mate/Member

Tracy Rich

Club Secretary/Retired Attorney/Member

Wayne Carlson

Commodore/Skipper/Member

Numerous resources were used to create a balanced and comprehensive process
for returning the Hiatus to sail. These include without limitation, guidelines from
the following:

State of California
United States Sailing Association
University of California Santa Barbara Marine Operations
The Marina at Dana Point
Discover Boating Magazine
Gowrie Covid-19 Burgee Program Risk Management
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Recommendations
.
The goal of the Group is to always keep in mind that the membership of the
LWYC consists of vulnerable individuals and therefore the Group should err on
the side of caution.
A.

Since governmental guidance is constantly changing, LWYC activity

B.

onboard Hiatus must always comply with current requirements.
Each sailor and skipper onboard Hiatus must sign a Covid-19 release
agreement EACH time they sail on Hiatus. (see attachment.)

C.
D.
E.

The number of people on-board Hiatus SHALL NOT EXCEED
5 INDIVIDUALS (INCLUDING THE SKIPPER.)
Social distancing shall be observed to the extent possible. Since 6

F.

feet of distance will be difficult to achieve, all sailors shall wear a
mask when 6 feet of distance cannot be achieved.
There will be no sharing of food or drink on the Hiatus. Sailors are

G.
H.
I.

encouraged to provide their own PFD.
Sailors are expected to provide personal hand sanitizer and use it
frequently.
Carpooling (for those not in the same household) to and from the
marina is strongly discouraged.
The cockpit, high-touch points and any shared equipment (PFDs) on
Hiatus shall be wiped with a disinfectant solution before and after
each sail. High-touch points include but are not limited to the helm,
instruments, winches, safety lines and stanchion adjacent to boat
entry on the starboard side, breaker panel, log book and navigation
station, main halyard shackle, horn, radio, start and kill switches and
winch handles.

Implementation
The Group recommends that the Hiatus will return to a daily sailing routine on
Monday June 22, 2020.
Passed by the LWYC Board of Directors 06/16/2020.

